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The Forumi BP tragedy gives us pause here in Alaska 
Oil companies must finally accept that 

business as usual is no longer an option. 

By Nick Jans 

RESURRECfION BAY, A1a.<>ka - The na
tion might sense the anguish of those 
whose lives lie in the path of the Gulf 
Coast disaster, but we A1a:;kans know 
thilt hollow ache firsthand. Just 90 miles 
from where Istand, the Exxon Valdez ran 
aground in 1989. spilling more than 11 
million gaUons of oil and leaving scars 
that still linger. TI10ugh Prince William 
Sound is slowly healing itself, the mas
sive herring runs that drove both the 
ecosystem ilnd the fishing economy 
have yet to return. We can only hope our 
loss isn't a harbinger of what awaits the 
people and wildlife of the Gulf. 

TIleir misrortune, though. might have 
spared Alaskans a new disaster. Incred
ible as it may seem, when the Gulfbegan 
spewing, we were about to take a gar
gantuan risl< in the pristine waters of the 
Chukchi and Beaufort seas, olf AIas.ka·s 
northern shore - perhaps the most p0
tentially catastrophic offshore drilling 
environment on earth. Royal Dutch Shell 
was poised to begin drilling exploratory 
wells July 1 in this fragile ecosystem rich 
in rare wildlife, from polar bears to eider 
ducks. But in the wal<e of the BP catastro
phe: the Obama administration stepped 
forwilrd and announced a moratorium 
until at least 2011 on all new offshore 
drilling plans. including Shell's - a coura
geous and correct move in the fdce of an 

ongoing environmental crisis caused by 
repeated. institutional failures of both 
government and industry. 

")usiling the boundaries' 

Both the pa:;t and the current night
mare olrer stark reminders of the stag
gering costs of catastrophic oil spills in 
coastal environments. Shell's now-de
layed arctic exploration plans demon
strate just how necessary that timeoul 
was. and what we stood to lose. 

Though the Culf of Mexico and the 
Arctic OCE'an seem worlds apart. there 
were ominous simildrities between BP's 
Deepwater Horizon debacle and Shell's 
blueprint. "Both (the Arctic seas and the 
deep waters of the Gulf) arc extreme ell
vironments in which the industry has 
very little engineering experience," says 
Jeffrey Short, Pacific Science director of 
Oceana and one of the world's leading 
experts on oil spills. 'They're pushing 
the boundaJies of exploration deeper 
and farther, and the odds of something 
going catastrophically wrung ,ne greatly 
escalated." 

Adding to tJle unceltainty and danger 
were those notoriously lax permitting 
processes. In granting permits to both 
BP's and Shell's exploriltion operations, 
the federal Minerals Management Ser
vice did not even analyze the effects of a 
catastrophic blowout. which relieved BP 

In '89: ACoast Guard engineer holds an 
oiled duck after the Exxon Valdez spill. 

and Shell from producing adequate con
tingency plans for such high-magnitude 
spills. TIle rationJle offered by the corpo· 
r,ltions and echoed bv the MMS was that 
such events were deemed so unhkely 
that they didn't warrant analysis. Even 
so, Shell, like Ill'. fought for It'ss reg
ulation. 

However extreme the deep waters of 
the Culfof Mexico may 1Je, tile tunJIUelit 
watero of AI,15i<.l'S Gllikchi and Beaufort 

seJS could pose even grearer difliwlties. 
Shell would be drilling as many as 140 
miles olfshore in a remote, often hostile 
environment. Even summer weather 
can mean 20-foot seas and gale-force 
winds. Fog may settle in for weeks, and 
ice conditions can change overnight. 
1l1ere are no deep-water ports nearby; 
dnd the closest full·size runway to the 
lease area is more than 100 miles away. 
In the event of a major spill, mountains 
of emergency gear and personnel would 
travel huge distances over narrow logis
tical corridors (arctic weather permit
ting)' and be met by a shortage ofevery· 
thing from lodging to woats capable of 
pulling oilmntainment booms. 

A Pew Environment Group point-by
point analysf~ of Shell's spill contingency 
plan indicated J severe Idck of resources 
for dealing with anything beyond a mod
erate spill under ideal conditions - a 
doubtful scenario. There is no proven 
tedmology for containing. let alone dean.. 
ing up, a blowout or cata:>tropruc spill in 
shifting ice, a condition that defines the 
arctic. As far as government response 
goes, the nearest Coast Guard station is 
more than athousand miles away. 

Shell's plans 

Shell, which in the wal{e ofthe Gulfcli· 
sdSter has beefed UI) plans aimed at spill 
prevention, remains confident of its abil
ity to drill safely. It ha:; \ruluntarily added 
J pre-built colfer dam, more frequent 
testing and a remote-triggered "hot 
stab" device for controlling blowouts. 
"I have complete confidence in the tech

nical integrity of our well plans: wrote 
Shell President Marvin Odum in it recent 
letter to the MMS. 

TIlesc rea:;surances echo hollow off 
the oiled waters far to the south. While 
Shell should be commended for empha
sizing ~pill prevention, it has done little 
to ensure its abUity to control a largp arc
tie spill - an indication that it just hasn't 
absorbed the lesson of the Gulf: the 
need for an effective, plug-and-play rall
uack plan in the event of adisaster. 

"If the Exxon Valdez and the Gulf 
teach us anything," S;JYS Alaska marine 
scientist Rick Steiner, "it's that people 
make mi~takes, and equipment fails. 
TIlere wUl ue spills." In fact, the Ml'vlS es
timated a 40% likelihood of a major spill 
over the 30-year projected life of Lease 
Sale 193. the area Shell intends to devel
op - hardly gambler's odds. 

In the end, the success of President 
Obanla's bold move to suspend new olr
shore drilling depends on what his ad
ministration accomplishes during this 
hiatus. Aresumption ofbusiness as USlkll 
is not illl option. Asupporting web of re
dundant safety measures, major invest
ment in advanced spill response tech
nology. fUlldaml'ntal reform of offshore 
leasing. and a renewed commitment to
ward safe drilling on the part of both 
government ·regulators and the oil in
dustry are required. 1111' time for action 
is now. 

Nkk}ans is (l member ofUSA JUDAi's 
Board of Confributors. He lived in rile 
JIIaska arctic for 20 wars and currently 
makes his IlOme !JljUJlC(lu. 
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BRBR coming in February 

Big filii<. Bigger Rewards magazine will be ...lease<! by _Ioum 
News in February at NAPE EXPO in Houston. The full color maga· 
.... will fNt"'., among 0_ things, Exx_I.. challenging 
Point Thorn",n poujaot. for mora infoml"tion .....11 publish
_&pettoleumnews.com. 

Alaska well drilling activity 
varies somewhatyear-to-year 

ON PAGE 11 OF THIS ISSUE there is a chart showing 
the number of oil and gas wells drilled in Alaska in the 
January to September period for 2005 through 2009. 

New well Dumbers are almost the SiIlIIe fur 2005 through 
2001, bUI dropped trom 61, 58 and 66 in those years to 49 
in 2008 and 46 in 2009. That drop was 
partly offset by an increase in re-drills in 
2008 and 2009. 

Lateral. were 33, 31, 33 and 33 in Ihe 
first four years, but feU to 16 in 2009. 

The only soft numbers in the chart are 
new wells (wells tbat start at ground level) 
and laterals (primarily drilling segments 
off existing wellbores) in September 
2009. According to Steve McMains of the 
Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation 
Commission, who prepared the well 
report for Petroleum News, bolb the number ofnew well. 
and laterals for September could increa .. by two or three in 
llie weeks ahead became some operators file well comple
tion reports after the due date, which is 30 days after the 
last day of Septembot, 

There are a number of reasons for the changes between 

see INSIDER page IT 
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Mac partners battle on 

Positive remarks counter October gloom based on fiscal rejection speculation 

By GARY PARK 

For Petroleum News 


The smallest interest partner in the Mackenzie 
Gas Project has suddenly become its bigge.t 

booster at a time when hopes are waning. 
ExxonMobil. whose wholly owned Canadian 

unit has a 5,2 percent stake, believes natural gas 
demand will rise by 50 percent over the next 20 
years, creating enough demand to move Ibe C$16,2 
billion Mackenzie project forward, 

Andrew Swiger, senior vice president and a 
member ofExxon Mobil's management committee, 
told a Calgary audience there is "room for a lot of 
gas in North Ameriea" based on estimates that 
demand will grow by 1.8 percent a year to 2030, 

Regardless of the expected surge in shale gas 
supply, ExxonMobil sees an "expanding gas 

CM"(f-'II,_:'i,.'.I,,{,: 

Bruce March, chief executive officer of 
Imperial Oil, (69.6 perr:ent owned by 
ExxonMobll) and lead partner in the 

MGP. told reporters Nov. 3 he was 
"dismayed" to sec that coverage. ·when 

in fact we've been told thar nothings 
different" in the status of negotiations 

between the consorrJum and tlle 
Canadian government. 

framework that provides plenty ofsupport for proj
ect. like the Mackenzie project," Swiger said, 

"We along with other proponents of the project 
continue to work diligently with the communities, 
the regulators and. the (Canadian) government 10 

see MAC BAITU page 15 

Hasty Cook Inlet auction 
Sale set as part of Pacific Energy plBn to recoup, liquidate assets it abandoned 

By WESlEY LOY 

Fw Petmleum N~s 


The fate of some oil and gas assets Pacific 
Energy Resources Ltd, abandoned in Alaska's 

Cook Inlet remained in r-c=,------, 
limbo as the company (9
\\'Orked to regain con- fJ,A,(]f.!C H~fA!}'r 

trol of the properties L=:.-.____-" 
and selilbem at auction, 

Ram.horn Investments Inc., a unit of global 
drilling giant Nabors Industries Ltd., appeared to 
lead a growing pack of prospective buyers. 

These and other developments in late September 
and early October continued what has been a 
bumpy journey toward Pacific Energy's apparent 

«."""'.:."11'1"1','6" I 

exit from Alaska. 
As part ofbankruptcy proceedings, the company 

on Sept 11 won a judge's permission to simply walk 
away rrom a package of assets, including the West 
McArthur River oi~ field and Ibe West Foreland nat
ural gas field The company had been unable to find 
a viable buyer by that date and said it couldn't keep 
rolling up big losses on the properties, 

Subsequently, Cook Inlet Energy LLC, a compa
ny owned in part by a former Pacific Energy 
employee, stepped up with an $875,000 offer. 

On Oct. 14 lawyers for Pacific Energy filed 
papers asking the judge to vacate his abandonment 
order. This would allow Pacific Energy to reclaim 
the assets and then sell them, 

see AUtTION page 14 

A new Arctic paradigm 
Moving farther north in Arctic offshore stimulates drilling safety innovation 

By AlAN BAILEY 

Petroleum News 


The pctentially huge but largely untapped oil and 
gas resources of the . ...,ctic oflSbore have 

become a major fOcus of anention, as access to new 
resources in traditional petroleum provinces has 
become ever more elusive. But. as exploration moves 
north into deep Arctic waters, it will become increas
ingly difficult to use the dri lling ofa relief well as the 
mechanism of last resort for plugging an oil weJl 
blo",,"t, Bill Scott, manager of Cbevron's Arctic 
Center in Calgary, AlherU\, told \he US. Minerals 
Management Service Arctic Technologie. Workshop 
in Anchorage, Alaska. on Oct, 15. A relief well is an 
emergency well drilled to penetrate and plug a well 

that i. out ofcontrol. 
Given the potential problems in relief weJl drilling 

in deep Arctic waters., Chevron is seeldog new ways 
of proactively preventing a blowout from occurring. 

"We want to go one stage further at the front end. 
to stop any problems happening liller," Scott said, 

floating rigs 
But what are Ibe ,risks associated ",ith modem off

sbore eKploratioo'/ 
Most new Arctic offshore exploration drilling i. 

done in ",ater depths tbat require tbe use of a floating 
drilling rig. a drilling approach that has become the 
technique of choice in the Arctic offshore ofCanada 
and the United States, ScOlt said And so far, the ..fu. 

see PARADIGM page 18 
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PARADIGM 
ty record in using this technique in the rela
tively shallow waters of the Chukchi and 
Beaufort Seas has proved exemplary, with 
five wells in the Chukchi Sea, nine wells in 
the US. Beaufort Sea and 39 ,,~11s in the 
Canadian Beaufort Sea having been drilled 
to date from drilling vessels, he said. 

"They were completed both safely and 
successfully in period.. from 100 percent 
daylight to I00 percent darkness." Scott 
said. "We achieved all ofour goals without 
any serious incident-II 

But, although modern drilling tech
niques have rendered the possibility of an 
accidental, uncontrolled oil blowout 
extremely unlikely, government regulation 
and prudent safety bodl require a well oper
ator to maintain the capability of drilling a 
roEefweli. 

IlICn!a$ingly challenging 
However, as drilling operations take 

place progressively farther north from the 
Beaufort Sea coost, moving off the shallow 
offshore shelf into ever deeper water where 
the shelf slopes down tOWard the Arctic 
Ocean floor, in situations where drilling tar
gets also become deeper and more chal
lenging. the need for longer drilling times 
combined with the short open water seasons 
of the extreme north will severely limitlhe 
practicality of relief ""II drilling. 

In fact some wells may take more than 
one season to drill, thus raising question 
marks over the possibility ofdrilling. relief 
well in any feasible time frame. 

"It's geing to become iru:reasingly chAl
lenging to be able to drill a telief well," 
Scott said. "". We're now looking at wells 
that take two to three seasons to drill, sa 
obviously the ability to continueusly drill a 
reliefwell in those areas is ch.llenged, ifnot 
impossible." 

And under Canadian regulations, 
drilling in the Beaufort Sea has to be com
pleted by or on OcL 15, lhus making a 

Providing project 
management professionals 

for major projects throughout 
Alaska and the world 

SLOPE 

DEEPER COMPLEX WELLS, DEEPER WATER, POORER ICE CONDIIONS a SHORTER'SEASON 

SHELF (20 wells) 

65 - 165 It WD 

10 11,5001t NO 


Basic Drilling 

Limited multi-year Ice 


Moored drilling 


SHELF EDGE (19 wells) 

165 - 230ft WD 
15,000 - 16,500ft NO 
More COmple. Drilling 


Multi-year Ice intruSions 

Moored arliling 


SLOPE (0 wells) 

230 - 4,000ft WD 

+ 16,500 NO 


COmplex Drilling 

Multi-year ice present 

Moored &. DP drilling 


SiJ day open Water Sea~n 

Complex drilling requirements and short 
drilling seasons on the continental stope of 
the Canadian Beaufort Sea raise questions 
owr the feasibility of drilling a relief well, 
should a wen blowout oecur during future 
exploration. 

bl"""ut that occurs right at that Oct. 15 date 
the worst case scenario for the loss of con
trol of an oil well, Scott explained. 
Subsequent relief well drilling would have 
to be done at • time ofyear when daylight is 
dwindling and the winter sea ice is starting 
to fonn. 

"So the longer it goes into the winter 
period, lhe tougher it is to get things done 
and tougher it is. certainly, to get them done 
efficiently," Scott said. 

And, although the probability of a well 
blowout nowodays is as low as perhaps one 
in 300,000, a contingency plan that includes 
the possibility of drilling a relief well must 
assume the possibility of a blo'WOut occur
ring: Relief well drilling must be feasible, 
Scott said. 

Chevron has developed a computer sim
ulator to model the conditions under which 
a late·season offshore relief well might be 

Drilling mud-line cellars for OCS drilling 
A blowout preventer, a tall stack of valves and other devices designed to rapidly 

shut down a ",,11 in lhe event of an oil blo"",,u~ is an essential piece of safety equip
ment that has to be installed at the surface end ofa ~II whenever a drilling openltion 
is in progress. And when drilling on the outer cont inental shelf, the blowout prevenler 
'WOuld sit on the sea floor. 

But in the Arctic offshore, such as 011 the outer continental shelfofthe Beaufort and 
Chukchi seas, the prevalence ofsea ice, much of it in constant motion, gives rise to the 
pcssibility of an ice keel hitting a blo'WOut prevenler, causing major damage to the 
device and raising tile risk of an oil spill. . 

To avoid this eventuality, all blo"",,ut preventers on tha Arctic OCS bave to be 
installed in mnd-line celiars, cylindrical holes in the sea floor, typically 40 feet deep, 
CodyTelf, Shell engineering team lend in Alaska, told the L:.S. MineraJsManagement 
Service Arctic Technologies 'MIrJ<shop in Anchorage on Oct. 13. 

The fIrst step in designing a mud-line cellar is the acquisition of multibeam sonar 
images ofthe seabed, a technique that uses acoustic signals to generate detailed pro
mes of lhe sea-floor surface. The sonar images enable gnuges to be identified and 
measured, lhus serting parameters fot the required mnd-jiru: cellar depth, ensuring that 
the top of the blowout prevemer will sit well below the deepest scour. 

A typical blowout preventer is 20 feet tall and about 16 feet in diameter, weighing 
about 500,000 pounds, Telf said. 

After the gouge depth measurement is complete, a 20-foot diameter, hydraulically 
powered rotary bit, ",th teeth in the fonn of inward-angled plow blades, carveS out a 
cellar, an operation that typicaJJy takes anywhere from two to 10 days to complete. The 
plow blades direct debris from the operation towards the center ofthe bit, from where 
compressed air pushes the debris up through the tubular riser that holds the bit in place 
on the sea Roor, Telf said. 

B005469 
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• The upper two pr4venters are taMed 
a~nulor _III..... and .... dulgcnad to 
wrap around almost anr tubutar but 
'''nnot hold tile weight 011'"' dn41
stting dUllnQ disconnect 

• The mfddte two preventers are the 
shear arn:l ...1 rams. In the ._1 of • 
rapid di5amnect these rami are 
designed to cut <100 .....,1 on the tubular 
thus 11110...,1"9 tl1e y•• to safety leo"e 
locatIOn 

• The low. lour rams .... generaKy ""pel 
casing or tnt rdms, The pipe rams can 
be 0" varying silet and wlH aDow the 
fu!I weight of the drill-string to be 
stJSpended on tn.em tn th-e event ct it 

Watching for the ice in the Chukchi 
Modem sa.ellite-based synthetic aperture radar tecnnolngy is enabling Ihe 

detection of sea ice in the dark and in cloudy conditions, thus greatly improving 
ice observation capabilities for ice management during Arctic offshore oil and gas 
exploration, Peter Noble of ConocoPhi1lips told the US. Minerals Management 
Service Arctic Technologies Workshop in Ancborage on Oct. 14. 

By reflecting radar signals off the ice, synthetic aperture radar can produce 
images over a range of scales. and in great detail. 

"We can take pictures of a So()"km square all the way down to a lO-km square 
at any time:' Noble said, u ••• We use different scales for different reasons as \\-'e 

develop our plots." 
In fact, during the surruner of 2009 ConocoPhillips was able to detect a 24()" 

foot survey boat on the water using a Chukchi Sea radar image, he said, 

Ice management zones 
During a drilling operation. sea~ice management would be based on the delin

eation of concentric zones around the drillship. The observation of ice entering a 
specific zone would trigger ice management activjtJes, breaking up the ice and diSconnect."JPlGll'iI'Ml'lrl\'l1t~l' ~. Wb-!iM 10" Mat*: 

A new design of blowout preVGnter now mady for testing Imtudes duplicate hydraulic rams 
that woukl $imukaneously mear and SQal the well tubing f~lowing toss of control of a well. 

continued from page 18 

PARADIGM 
drilled. The simulator can test the feasibili
ty of relief well drilling at different dis
tances off.,bore, north of the Canadian 
Beau fort Sea coast. 

Data from the past 10 years indicates 
that on the relatively shallow conti nental 
shelf 73 to 100 days would be available to 
drill that worst-case scenario reli. f well. 
with the relief well likely taking about 60 
days to drill. 

"The conclusion obviously is that a relie f 
well eould be drilled," Scott said. 

But, farther north in the Beaufort Sea, 
out on the continental slope, only seven to 
67 days "uuld be available for relief well 
drilling, in a situation perhaps requiring 120 
days to plug the uncontrolled well. 

"Obviously, somewhere between the 
shelf and the slope we run into a problem 
"hich is a combination of well depth, ice 
conditions and equipment, where it 
becomes, in all likelihood, impractical to 
drill a relief well," Scott said. 

However, the Canadian drilling regula
tions aHow an alternative contingency 
arrangement to be substituted fur reli.fwell 
drilling, provided that this alternative 
arrangement represents an equivalent or 
lower risk than that associated with a relief 
well. Thai "equivalency" clause in the regu
lations has led Cbevron '0 seek new tech
niques for handling blowouts, a search that 
has led to an initiarive with a drilling equip
ment companYt Cameron, to develop a new 
form of blowout preventer. 

"'We've decided to go for an equivalency 
to late-season relief wells, and we see the 
need for that in various Arctic nations.. ,. 
We're developing this teebnology for world
wide use;' Scott said. 
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Key technology 
The key technology in the new blowout 

preventer design is a hydraulic ram that will 
both shear and seal the well tubing - a con
ventional blowout preventer has separate 
rams fur the shearing and sealing opera
tions. 

"A single ram will do what two rams did 
it will shear and seal simultaneously," 

Scott said."lt will cut and seal on a wide 
variety of drilling tubulars and production 
casing," 

The stacking oftwo of•he new rams in a 
single blO\\Qut preventer will provide 100 
percent redundancy in both the shearing and 
sealing operations, while additional rams 
and other technology in the massive device 
will ftuther increase the device's overall 
effectiveness. 

Testing of the new blowout preventer 
design is scheduled for the fourth quarter of 
2009, with testing likely to be completed in 
2010. And, in addition to being used on 
"l'll. drilled from floating rigs in the Arctic 
offshore, presumably with the blowout pre
venter located in the seaHoor, the new 
design could find application in other situa
tions, such as drilling from offshore plat
fonn. and from land rigs. Howe;,.,., given 
the difficulty of 1I)ing to shoeborn a huge 
new blowout preventer into an existing land 
rig, for example, Chevron is considering 
developing a safety package, using the new 
technology, for retrofitting into existing rig 
configumtions. 

But, when it comes to using new tech
nologies such as the new blowout preventers 
in the Arctic offshore, Chevron is taking 
great care to discuss its proposals both with 
government regulators and with the local 
communities along the Canadian Beaufort 
Sea coast, trulking sure thai everyone is on 
board with whet Chevron is proposing, 
Scott said.• 

~ 

moving it out of the way. If the threat persIsts drilling operations would be sus
pended. And depending on circumstances, such as the ice entering a critical zone 
close '0 the drillship, tbe well might bave to be secured and the drillship moved 
from the site. 

'The timing of any decisions on ceasing drilling would depend on a defmed 
"time to react:' a time that varies depending on the status of the drilling operation, 
but which tends to increase as the drill bit penetrates further into the subsurface. 

Cbukchi drilling 
ConocoPhillips is planning to drill an exploration well in its Chukchi Sea 

Devil's Paw prospect, in the vicinity of the old Klondike well, in the open water 
season of201 t. at a time when sea ice is very unlikely to present a problem at the 
drill site, Noble said. 

In fact, the company has been assessing past Chukchi Sea ice conditions~ to 
determine when Ibe drilling would best be carried out, he said. An analysis of past 
ice cover indicates a slow increase in the open water season length over the years, 
but the year~to-year variability in the ice·cover timing tends 10 obscure that trend 
towards a longer season. 

Historical ice-cover data suggests a likely drilling season of up to 100 days at 
the planned drill ing site. There has always been ice cover at the site in June, but 
the ice starts to retreat in July, with a 90 percent probability of the site being clear 
of ice by the end ofAugust, Noble said, 

-AlAN BAILEY 

One Solution 
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Population Trends 

According to the North Slope Borough Comprehensive Plan (NSB 2005), the population within 
the NSB increased steadily from 1.258 residents in 1939 to 7,555 residents in 1998. The 
population has since decreased to 7,307 residents in 2003 (Figure 3.11-1). 

Figure 3.11-1 North Slope Borough Population Trends from 1939 to 2003 

N"ortb Slopl' Borough: Histodr Population Growtb 1939 to 2003 

North Slope Borough Population 
(Source: Shepro et al. 2003 in NSB 2005) 

According to the NSB 2003 census, the villages of Anaktuvuk Pass, Atqasuk, Kaktovik, and 
Point Lay gained residents between 1998 and 2003. The communities of Barrow, Nuiqsut, Point 
Hope, and Wainwright lost residents during this same time period. According to the NSB 2003 
census (Shepro et al. 2003), the year-round populations of Barrow, Nuiqsut, Deadhorse/Prudhoe 
Bay, and Kaktovik were as follows: 

• Barrow - 4,429 
• Nuiqsut 416 
• DeadhorselPrudhoe Bay - 4 
• Kaktovik - 286 

Population figures from 1993 to 2003 and projections for 2010 to 2020 for NSB communities are 
presented in Table 3.11.1-1. 
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TABLE 3.11.1-1 NORTH SLOPE BOROUGH POPULATION 1993 - 2003; PROJECTIONS BY VILLAGE THROUGH 2020 

Note: •AK Dept of Labor Research &Analysis (Revised 1/13199); •• 2000 US Bureau of Census 

(Source: Shepro et al. 2003 in NSB 2005) 
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3.11.5 Existing Offshore and Coastal Infrastructure 

There is limited offshore and coastal infrastructure in the immediate vicinity of the 
proposed project area. East of the project area are the Deadhorse and Prudhoe Bay 
industrial facilities and British Petroleum Exploration Alaska (BPXA) Northstar 
production island. Buried subsea pipelines and power cables connect the BPXA in the 
Northstar facilities west of Stump Island to onshore transportation facilities in Prudhoe Bay. In 
spring 2007. a buried subsea flowline bundle was installed from the Oooguruk drill site (now in 
production) to the shore. west of Oliktok Point in the Kuparuk River Unit. Both facilities are 
located in state waters southwest of Shell' s proposed drilling locations. 

The exploration drilling program will use existing infrastructure in the industrialized area near 
Deadhorse and Prudhoe Bay. an area zoned as a resource development district within the NSB. 
West Dock near Point McIntyre northeast of the industrial facilities in Prudhoe Bay will be the 
staging area and marine service area for the support vessels involved in the exploration drilling 
project. The airport at Deadhorse will be the staging area for helicopter support for drilling and 
support vessels. Crew changes will occur at Deadhorse. The following infrastructure serves the 
NSB region. its residents. and the operations related to commercial activities. 

Service Area 10 

In 1975. the NSB established Service Area 10 to provide utilities to industrial customers in the 
Deadhorse and Prudhoe Bay area. These services include solid waste collection and disposal. 
potable water production and distribution. and sanitary waste collection and disposal. Police 
protection is also provided by the NSB to Deadhorse and Prudhoe Bay in Service Area 10. 

Airports and Airstrips 

The State of Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities (ADOT&PF) owns and 
maintains the Wiley Post-Will Rogers airport in Barrow and the Deadhorse Airport in Deadhorse. 
Kaktovik and Nuiqsut each have airstrips sufficient for use by commercial and chartered 
passenger aircraft. 

Medical Facilities 

The Samuel Simmonds Memorial Hospital located in Barrow is a qualified acute care facility and 
state-certified medevac service (NSB 2005). Critical care air ambulance services are provided by 
NSB Search and Rescue (SAR) in Barrow. Emergency services include coastal and seaport 
access via helicopter. The NSB Clinic is a qualified emergency care center. 

Utilities 

The NSB owns water and sewer utilities. Private utility companies operate and maintain some 
community systems while the NSB maintains and operates others (NSB 2005). The NSB also 
owns and oversees eight landfills in the region. 

Power 

Generally. the NSB owns utilities. but private utility companies operate the facilities. Except for 
Barrow. other communities use diesel as a primary source of heat. Barrow uses natural gas from 
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the Barrow gas field. Some communities have back-up generators but remain vulnerable to 
breakdowns and problems with fuel supply_ Kaktovik experienced a winter outage in 2005 that 
resulted in damage and threatened public health and safety. 

Communications 

Residents use a fully digital local telephone system. local dial-up internet. a community 
teleconference center. cable television, public radio broadcast. an interactive video distance 
education system. wide area data network, and two-way radio technologies. Kaktovik and 
Nuiqsut lack capacity for higher bandwidth service. In addition. there is a need for more 
emergency dispatch radio connections and improved telecommunications between Barrow and 
the outlying communities. 

Roads 

Traditional road access is not available to NSB villages, but seasonal ice roads and well-used 
snowmachine trails are used in winter. Powerboats and ATVs are common transportation in the 
summer. 

Kaktovik 

The U.S. Air Force constructed an airstrip on Barter Island in Kaktovik in 1947 and later 
constructed a DEW Line station in the area {NSB 2005}. Commercial and chartered service is 
available. 

Nuiqsut 

At Nuiqsut there is an airstrip with regularly scheduled and chartered service available from 
commercial airlines, but no terminal facilities. There is a health clinic. police'station, fire station. 
city hall, recreation center, community center. and the NUiqsut Trapper School K-12. 

3.11.6 Land Use 

The NSB Comprehensive Plan defines four land-use zoning districts: Village District, Barrow 
District. Conservation District, and Resource Development District. With adoption of the NSB 
Comprehensive Plan in 2005, two new districts were proposed for implementation through Title 
19 Land Management Regulations. These proposed districts are a Special Habitat District and 
Subsistence Use District and have not yet been adopted by the NSB Assembly. Figure 3.11-7 
shows land use in the Beaufort Sea region. 

NSB villages, except Barrow, are zoned as Village Districts. These districts maintain traditional 
values and lifestyles for NSB communities. Traditional land uses have occurred for thousands of 
years for subsistence and cultural purposes and continue through present day. It is difficult to 
map traditional land use and subsistence areas because patterns and locations change with the 
seasons, animal migrations, and weather. Because of the complexity in mapping traditional land 
use areas. subsistence areas are generally documented on a project-specific basis. 

A Conservation District encompasses a large part of the NSB. in addition to the Barrow District, 
Village Districts. and Resource Development District. The goal of the Conservation District is 
preservation of the natural ecosystem. including subsistence resources. 
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· sleeping gear depending on your lodging arrangements 
· clothing with pockets near the body to hold things you do not want to freeze (like eye 

drops, lip balm, moisturizer, camera, small flashlight, hand wipes, water bottle, etc.) 
· sturdy boots (well insulated with no steel toes in winter; insulated mud-boots in summer) 
· wool socks and pants (wool is better than cotton) 

thermal underwear 

· warm (down) jacket with hood 

· hat that covers ears, scarf, gloves 

· flashlight . 


sleeping mask for eyes (accommodations in the villages do not always have curtains on the 
windows to block out the light in the summer) 


· flip-flops (bathrooms may be communal at some village accommodations) 

· ear plugs for sleeping (you may be sharing a room with someone who snores) 


Note: In winter, put on your warm wear before you exit the plane. The walk into a building 
can be a long one if you are not prepared for the cold. The plane can be cold, too! 

Agency Equipment and Meeting Supplies 
Each trip will have a particular purpose(s). Consequently, it is important that you give early, 
thoughtful consideration to the equipment and supplies that you will need to bring so that your 
trip is effective and productive. It is not possible to compile a complete list of equipment and 
supplies that may be required, but you should consider the fact that there are not office supply 
stores in the villages. 

Suggestions: 
· 	Visual aids (graphics) for your discussion are very valuable - they help to bridge the 

cultural and language differences that you will be working with and, if done well, convey a 
great deal of information in a small space. Remember that when dealing with different 
languages, a table with numbers and words is often meaningless; instead use graphics, 
drawings, pictures, maps. 
Consider the possible need for a flip chart or white dry erase board. Ifyou are going to be 
outdoors, markers freeze and are unusable. 
Do you need a projector? Does your location have electricity? Do you need to bring long 
extension cords, etc.? 
If there will be a formal hearing, bring sign-in sheets, pencils, etc. 

Other considerations: 
There may be electricity, indoor plumbing, and land-line telephones; however, cell phone and 
Wi-Fi coverage is minimal to non-existent. Limited internet service, mostly by dial-up, may be 
available. Note that buildings are kept quite warm, usually 75 degrees or more --- the 
temperature differential between inside and outside can be extreme. Layer up! So you can layer 
down inside. 
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